Hill-Rom 894 Century CC hospital beds are perfect for critical care and intensive care units.

Also a great choice for hospitals, surgery centers and teaching facilities!

**Available Features**
- Electric controls
- Lockout panel
- Trendelenburg and Reverse Trendelenburg
- 8” polyurethane carpet casters
- System comfort and prevention controls
- Convertible footboard
- Motor power switch
- Tuck-away siderails
- Pump/release pedals for manual control (both sides)
- IV pole storage area
- Manual control for bed
- Positioning with instant CPRTM
- Drainage bag hooks (foot-end and both sides of bed)
- Siderail nurse controls (both sides)
- Permanent IV pole
- ISS pole sockets (one on each corner)
- IV pole sockets (one on each corner)
- Removable headboard
- Restraint strap holders, head, thigh, foot-end (both sides)
- Siderail patient controls (both sides)
- Radiolucent head and seat section

**Specifications**
- Sleep surface: 33” (w) x 80” (l)
- Width with side rails up: 38.5”
- Width with side rails down: 34”
- Overall dimensions (with bumpers): 36” (w) x 91” (l)
- Radiolucent window: 20” (w) x 37” (l)
- Low position: 22.5”
- High position: 40.5”
- Central brake and steer
- Instant CPR release
- Hydraulic with electric asset

**Options**
- Side guard communications
- Bed exit
- Light neutral paint
- Scale
- Zone air/upgrade kit
- Dynamic air/upgrade kit
- Integrated air support
- Tente casters
- Dynamic sleep surface
- Patient scale
- SideCom System
- 6” polyurethane carpet casters